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Introduction
Since foreign language skills are considered as basic skills, it may be inferred that foreign language learning not only gives greater flexibility to the workforce but also increases generic skills and changes attitudes and behaviour, which, in turn, leads to greater employability. According to Sue Jackson, there is an “increasing demand that lifelong learning should enable the development, up-skilling and retention of the current workforce, leading to more flexible employees. Clearly flexibility will be of some benefit to the workforce, giving greater opportunities for employment in changing markets.” [5]

Employers need workers who not only have a flexible skill repertoire but also are intrinsically aware of the environment in which they use their acquired foreign language skills. Intercultural competence as an integral part of language acquisition provides this insight into other cultures. “Like languages, intercultural competence is important at different levels – it can affect individuals, organizations, communities and nations as a whole. At the interpersonal level, its absence can easily provoke conflict, misunderstanding, embarrassment, or disillusionment. It may have serious commercial or political implications translated to a professional environment.” [7]

Support elements in language learning
Adults who enroll in a lifelong learning educational establishment can acquire foreign languages by different modes of instruction. Instruction itself has changed from a teacher-centred to a student-centred approach and from rote learning to communicative language teaching.

Taking into account the diversity of forms in which the lifelong learning may take place, there are certain elements which are necessary for any form of learning. Black and Holford claim that “the essential or desirable features of any system of learning support” are the following:

- “Communication. A few people study quite happily in isolation, but for most a system of learning should incorporate mechanisms for interaction with other learners who are at roughly comparable points in their studies.
- Interaction with teachers. Learners need meaningful interaction with tutors and opportunities for feedback. Many learners also want personal support.
- Confidence and regularity”. These features may be interpreted differently in the case of language education where more trust is put not only in the certificates and diplomas granted by the institution but also in the quality of instruction at the language teaching centre.

- “Learning resources.” Adult learners need learning resources which are “consistent with their learning situation”.
- “Administration and records. Reliable and effective monitoring of student progress and a fair system of prior learning” are required. Although the authors claim of a fair system of credit transfer, this is not yet possible in lifelong learning. Although the Common European Framework of Reference provides a common standard in language proficiency assessment for different skills, different languages and different countries, the system has not been introduced in a number of countries, such as Latvia.
- “Learning materials”. Although many teachers either compile or develop language teaching materials according to the needs of learners, there is a vast industry for the majority of foreign languages which provide teacher’s manuals, textbooks, workbooks and other material that ensure the most up-to-date materials available to adult learners taking according to their foreign language skill proficiency levels.
- “Staff. In practice, staff – teachers, trainers, instructional designers, educational technologists- are key”. [1] Staff development in adult learning is also a critical factor in many countries because teaching staff who are involved in lifelong learning need specific skills.

Since all of the above-mentioned learner support elements are available on-line, it is necessary for an adult learner to know what ICT (information communication technologies) can offer with regard to language acquisition.

ICT as an adult learner’s support
In considering an adult learner’s needs, certain limitations which restrict an adult learner’s possibilities to learn should be kept in mind; the most important limitation is the time factor.

ICT applications help an adult learner to choose a time for learning that does not interfere with work or family life; they can also help to intensify the learning process if the learner chooses to allocate more time for studies.

Nowadays we can assume that every teacher is well acquainted with the traditional applications of Internet: email, YouTube, blogs, Twitter, etc. Thus, one of the first choices for a teacher is to use ICT in a “dispersed” way. “Despite likely institutional support for one VLE system over another, teachers may also possess the core choice to use virtual technologies in a dispersed or integrated way. Cross describes the dispersed way as “communication via email, distributing content through (public or private) standard ‘read-only’ web pages, and
The dispersed approach tends to support an emphasis on 'real' teaching and, by use of off-the-shelf technologies with which participants are likely to be familiar from their daily lives, simplifies the questions of functionality and appearance." [3]

The dispersed way may also imply that an adult learner may surf freely on the Internet without learning actually taking place. That means the teacher of the adult learner should pay greater attention when giving directions and assigning tasks. "The greater availability of information to enhance skill development on the Internet means the menu from which the learner can choose with the aid of the consultant teacher has increased enormously in recent years, but there is a need to plan encounters so they are not just visits to sites filled with information." [1]

Consequently, a teacher of adult learners should devote considerable time in planning the course by visiting the Internet and also planning the activities before and after the virtual lesson in order to achieve progression in task implementation and fostering of language acquisition. "Teaching is better defined as not only the delivery but also the planning of learning that precedes the learning and the supplying of feedback on progress during and after the event. Thus experiential and reflective learning have to be planned if they are to occur." [1]

There is a debate among educators whether the time for preparing the Internet encounter is comparable to the time spent on lesson preparation. Since ICT integration is a new subject, concerns may arise about teaching preparation time and consequently about estimates of how much time teachers have actually spent on the lesson. Foreign language teachers regain their status as authorities especially when adult learners need guided access to language learning materials specific to the learner's language proficiency level; it may be solely the foreign language teacher who can provide access to the right materials. Although Black and Holford assume that one of the consequences of using ICT "has been to de-emphasize the teacher's role as the sole source of knowledge and replace it with one of manager of the learning environment", [1], it is the opinion of the author of this paper that teachers have become the main carriers of necessary information and the sources of valuable knowledge regarding the resource sites.

The implications for foreign language teachers are that "in reality, the effective lecturer developing distance learning materials will not be de-skilled, but will have to develop even more skills than those needed in traditional classroom, face-to-face lecture/tutorial environments." [1]
how familiar language teachers were with the application procedures. The survey does not claim to be representative of the project’s partner countries; nevertheless, it does reflect the general attitude and the general readiness of language teachers to use an ELP in language classes.

The project team collected 602 filled-in questionnaires from the following partner educational establishments: ECET in Bulgaria, PIXEL in Italy, Akademie IEE in Turkey, ICC (an international network of lifelong learning establishments), College of Computer Science in Poland, the University of Latvia, and PSLC in Latvia.

The teachers who took part in the survey agreed that an ELP was available in their respective countries; this showed their awareness of the existence of this self-assessment tool. Despite this awareness, only 39% of the teachers had made an effort to use an ELP in the language teaching process. They also regarded the ELP Passport as the most popular and useful part of their classroom activities.

The positive finding was that the majority of the 602 teachers regarded an ELP as a tool that could improve the quality of teaching. The greatest benefit of using an ELP was the fact that it fostered learner autonomy. A total of 64% of the teachers confirmed their willingness to use an ELP in foreign language teaching, provided there were ELPs available in their respective countries.

Thus, with the help of an IT platform, adult learners have access to guided skill assessment via implementing exercises and activities offered by the ActiveELP platform. This not only promotes further application of an ELP but also fosters learner autonomy via a medium which is available any time and any place.

Conclusions

Nowadays ICT has become a learning resource which contains learner support elements that can promote language acquisition by increasing a learner’s autonomy and offering broader access to learning resources. Adult learners gain greater flexibility by setting their individual learning time and creating their own learning styles. More specifically designed resources should be created to provide greater access to different language skill activities that are appropriate for a learner’s language proficiency level and specific language course aims.
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